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Actively working to minimize workplace negativity is important to 

the well-being of your staff and your department, particularly during 

times of uncertainty or change. Symptoms of workplace negativity 

include low morale, absenteeism, power struggles, gossiping, and lack 

of teamwork. Increase job satisfaction and productivity by following 

these tips: 

Communication 

Hold regular staff meetings and treat them as an opportunity to listen to concerns, solve problems, and 

recognize achievements. Make sure you have a clear agenda and focus on engaging your staff rather 

than lecturing them. Remember that communication is a two-way street. Solicit ideas from your staff 

on ways to improve working conditions and productivity. Employees who feel their ideas are listened 

to and acted on will be more invested and involved in organizational problem solving. 

Transparency  

Have clear guidelines that are applied fairly and consistently to all employees. Consider input form 

workers when making decisions about their jobs. Provide people with a context for your decisions and 

keep staff in the loop on current office concerns and policy changes. If you don’t, employees will fill in 

the gaps with worry, conjecture, and gossip. 

Leadership  

Employees will get social clues from you and your mood. Spend time around your staff and lift their 

spirits by creating a pleasant atmosphere. You may feel too busy to invest time interacting, but being a 

standoffish supervisor can cause feelings of uncertainty among employees. They will more than likely 

fill in your silence with negative assumptions and rumors. 
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Minimizing Workplace 
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Vision 

While it’s beneficial to act positive, it’s also essential to give your staff something to be positive about. 

Share your vision for the department with your employees and impart on them a sense of purpose. Let 

them know the goals of the department and the role they play in achieving them. Then they will be able 

to contribute to moving the department in the right direction. Having goals and a sense of direction will 

help give meaning to their work. 

Support  

Treat employees like people, not just resources. Be respectful in your dealings with them and get to 

know them personally. If you need to deliver constructive criticism, do so in private. Humiliating an 

employee will not encourage improvement and will certainly foster negativity. Also be sure to back up 

your employees when they are being mistreated by others for following policy. As a supervisor, it’s 

your role to intervene when conflict escalates. Managing difficult situations will guard your staff from 

being unnecessarily mistreated. 

Recognition  

Employee acknowledgement is indispensible to reducing negativity. Remember that it’s not just about 

appreciating top performers. Use your positive feedback to recognize improvement and reinforce team-

work. Regular recognition makes employees feel that supervisors are aware and appreciative of their 

work. You may already have something in place to acknowledge employees, but trying something new 

can really help keep your staff excited and motivated. The same old pizza party will lose its effect after 

a while. Think of different and fun perks you can introduce to boost performance. 

Workplace negativity can poison your department’s energy, morale, and production. Try to recognize 

rising negativity so you can handle it before it grows out of control. Cultivating positive working rela-

tionships and teamwork will help keep negative feelings at bay. 


